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Abstract

We study neural contextual bandits, a general class of contextual bandits, where1

each context-action pair is associated with a raw feature vector, but the specific2

reward generating function is unknown. We propose a novel learning algorithm3

that transforms the raw feature vector using the last hidden layer of a deep ReLU4

neural network (deep representation learning), and uses an upper confidence bound5

(UCB) approach to explore in the last linear layer (shallow exploration). We prove6

that under standard assumptions, our proposed algorithm achieves Õ(
√
T ) finite-7

time regret, where T is the learning time horizon. Compared with existing neural8

contextual bandit algorithms, our approach is computationally much more efficient9

since it only needs to explore in the last layer of the deep neural network.10

1 Introduction11

Multi-armed bandits (MAB) [9, 8, 30] are a class of online decision-making problems where an12

agent needs to learn to maximize its expected cumulative reward while repeatedly interacting with a13

partially known environment. Based on a bandit algorithm (also called a strategy or policy), in each14

round, the agent adaptively chooses an arm, and then observes and receives a reward associated with15

that arm. Since only the reward of the chosen arm will be observed (bandit information feedback),16

a good bandit algorithm has to deal with the exploration-exploitation dilemma: trade-off between17

pulling the best arm based on existing knowledge/history data (exploitation) and trying the arms that18

have not been fully explored (exploration).19

In many real-world applications, the agent will also be able to access detailed contexts associated20

with the arms. For example, when a company wants to choose an advertisement to present to a user,21

the recommendation will be much more accurate if the company takes into consideration the contents,22

specifications, and other features of the advertisements in the arm set as well as the profile of the user.23

To encode the contextual information, contextual bandit models and algorithms have been developed,24

and widely studied both in theory and in practice [19, 39, 34, 16, 1]. Most existing contextual bandit25

algorithms assume that the expected reward of an arm at a context is a linear function in a known26

context-action feature vector, which leads to many useful algorithms such as LinUCB [16], OFUL [1],27

etc. The representation power of the linear model can be limited in applications such as marketing,28

social networking, clinical studies, etc., where the rewards are usually counts or binary variables. The29

linear contextual bandit problem has also been extended to richer classes of parametric bandits such30

as the generalized linear bandits [24, 35] and kernelised bandits [44, 15].31

With the prevalence of deep neural networks (DNNs) and their phenomenal performances in many32

machine learning tasks [32, 25], there has emerged a line of work that employs DNNs to increase the33

representation power of contextual bandit algorithms [5, 38, 17, 49, 52, 20, 51]. The problems they34

solve are usually referred to as neural contextual bandits. For example, Zhou et al. [52] developed35

the NeuralUCB algorithm, which can be viewed as a natural extension of LinUCB [16, 1], where they36
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use the output of a deep neural network with the feature vector as input to approximate the reward.37

Zhang et al. [51] adapted neural networks in Thompson Sampling [43, 14, 40] for both exploration38

and exploitation and proposed NeuralTS . For a fixed time horizon T , it has been proved that both39

NeuralUCB and NeuralTS achieve a O(d̃
√
T ) regret bound, where d̃ is the effective dimension of a40

neural tangent kernel matrix which can potentially scale with O(TK) for K-armed bandits. This41

high complexity is mainly due to that the exploration is performed over the entire huge neural network42

parameter space, which is inefficient and even infeasible when the number of neurons is large. A more43

realistic and efficient way of learning neural contextual bandits may be to just explore different arms44

using the last layer as the exploration parameter. More specifically, Riquelme et al. [38] provided45

an extensive empirical study of benchmark algorithms for contextual-bandits through the lens of46

Thompson Sampling, which suggests decoupling representation learning and uncertainty estimation47

improves performance.48

In this paper, we show that the decoupling of representation learning and the exploration can be49

theoretically validated. We study a new neural contextual bandit algorithm, which learns a mapping50

to transform the raw features associated with each context-action pair using a deep neural network51

(deep representation), and then performs an upper confidence bound (UCB)-type exploration over the52

linear output layer of the network (shallow exploration). We prove a sublinear regret of the proposed53

algorithm by exploiting the UCB exploration techniques in linear contextual bandits [1] and the54

analysis of deep overparameterized neural networks using neural tangent kernels [27]. Our theory55

confirms the empirically observed effectiveness of decoupling the deep representation learning and56

the UCB exploration in contextual bandits [38, 49].57

Contributions we summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows.58

• We propose a contextual bandit algorithm, Neural-LinUCB, for solving a general class of con-59

textual bandit problems without knowing the specific reward generating function. The proposed60

algorithm learns a deep representation to transform the raw feature vectors and performs UCB-type61

exploration in the last layer of the neural network, which we refer to as deep representation and62

shallow exploration. Compared with LinUCB [34, 16] and neural bandits such as NeuralUCB [52]63

and NeuralTS [51], our algorithm enjoys the best of two worlds: strong expressiveness due to the64

deep representation and computational efficiency due to the shallow exploration.65

• Despite the usage of a DNN as the feature mapping, we prove a Õ(
√
T ) regret for the proposed66

Neural-LinUCB algorithm, which matches the regret bound of linear contextual bandits [16, 1].67

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that theoretically shows the convergence of68

bandits algorithms under the scheme of deep representation and shallow exploration. It is notable69

that a similar scheme called Neural-Linear was proposed by Riquelme et al. [38] for Thompson70

sampling algorithms, and they empirically showed that decoupling representation learning and71

uncertainty estimation improves the performance. Our work confirms this observation from a72

theoretical perspective.73

• We conduct experiments on contextual bandit problems based on real-world datasets, demon-74

strating a better performance and computational efficiency of Neural-LinUCB over LinUCB and75

NeuralUCB, which well aligns with our theory.76

1.1 Additional related work77

There is a line of related work to ours on the recent advance in the optimization and generalization78

analysis of deep neural networks. In particular, Jacot et al. [27] first introduced the neural tangent79

kernel (NTK) to characterize the training dynamics of network outputs in the infinite width limit.80

From the notion of NTK, a fruitful line of research emerged and showed that loss functions of81

deep neural networks trained by (stochastic) gradient descent can converge to the global minimum82

[22, 4, 21, 54, 53]. The generalization bounds for overparameterized deep neural networks are also83

established in Arora et al. [6, 7], Allen-Zhu et al. [3], Cao and Gu [12, 13]. Recently, the NTK based84

analysis is also extended to the study of sequential decision problems including bandits [52, 51], and85

reinforcement learning algorithms [11, 36, 45, 47].86

Our algorithm is also different from Langford and Zhang [29], Agarwal et al. [2] which reduce the87

bandit problem to supervised learning. Moreover, their algorithms need to access an oracle that88

returns the optimal policy in a policy class given a sequence of context and reward vectors, whose89

regret depends on the VC-dimension of the policy class.90
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Notation We use [k] to denote a set {1, . . . , k}, k ∈ N+. ‖x‖2 =
√

x>x is the Euclidean norm of91

a vector x ∈ Rd. For a matrix W ∈ Rm×n, we denote by ‖W‖2 and ‖W‖F its operator norm92

and Frobenius norm respectively. For a semi-definite matrix A ∈ Rd×d and a vector x ∈ Rd, we93

denote the Mahalanobis norm as ‖x‖A =
√

x>Ax. Throughout this paper, we reserve the notations94

{Ci}i=0,1,... to represent absolute positive constants that are independent of problem parameters such95

as dimension, sample size, iteration number, step size, network length and so on. The specific values96

of {Ci}i=0,1,... can be different in different context. For a parameter of interest T and a function97

f(T ), we use notations such as O(f(T )) and Ω(f(T )) to hide constant factors and Õ(f(T )) to hide98

constant and logarithmic dependence of T .99

2 Preliminaries100

In this section, we provide the background of contextual bandits and deep neural networks.101

2.1 Linear contextual bandits102

A contextual bandit is characterized by a tuple (S,A, r), where S is the context (state) space,A is the103

arm (action) space, and r encodes the unknown reward generating function at all context-arm pairs.104

A learning agent, who knows S and A but does not know the true reward r (values bounded in (0, 1)105

for simplicity), needs to interact with the contextual bandit for T rounds. At each round t = 1, . . . , T ,106

the agent first observes a context st ∈ S chosen by the environment; then it needs to adaptively select107

an arm at ∈ A based on its past observations; finally it receives a reward r̂t(xs,at) = r(xs,at) + ξt,108

where xs,a ∈ Rd is a known feature vector for context-arm pair (s, a) ∈ S ×A, and ξt is a random109

noise with zero mean. The agent’s objective is to maximize its expected total reward over these T110

rounds, which is equivalent to minimizing the pseudo regret [8]:111

RT = E
[ T∑
t=1

(
r̂(xst,a∗t )− r̂(xst,at)

)]
, (2.1)

where a∗t ∈ argmaxa∈A{r(xst,a) = E[r̂(xst,a)]}. To simplify the exposition, we use xt,a to denote112

xst,a since it only depends on the round index t in most bandit problems, and we assume A = [K].113

In some practical problems, the agent has a prior knowledge that the reward-generating function114

r has some specific parametric form. For instance, in linear contextual bandits, the agent knows115

that r(xs,a) = x>s,aθ
∗ for some unknown weight vector θ∗ ∈ Rd. One provably sample efficient116

algorithm for linear contextual bandits is Linear Upper Confidence Bound (LinUCB) [1]. Specifically,117

at each round t, LinUCB chooses action by the following strategy118

at = argmax
a∈[K]

{
x>t,aθt + αt‖xt,a‖A−1

t

}
,

where θt is a point estimate of θ∗, At = λI +
∑t
i=1 xi,aix

>
i,ai

with some λ > 0 is a matrix119

defined based on the historical context-arm pairs, and αt > 0 is a tuning parameter that controls the120

exploration rate in LinUCB.121

2.2 Deep neural networks122

In this paper, we use f(x) to denote a neural network with input data x ∈ Rd. Let L be the number123

of hidden layers and Wl ∈ Rml×ml−1 be the weight matrices in the l-th layer, where l = 1, . . . , L,124

m1 = . . . = mL−1 = m and m0 = mL = d. Then a L-hidden layer neural network is defined as125

f(x) =
√
mθ∗>σL(WLσL−1(WL−1 · · ·σ1(W1x) · · · )), (2.2)

where σl is an activation function and θ∗ ∈ Rd is the weight of the output layer. To simplify the126

presentation, we will assume σ1 = σ2 = . . . = σL = σ is the ReLU activation function, i.e.,127

σ(x) = max{0, x} for x ∈ R. We denote w = (vec(W1)>, . . . , vec(WL)>)>, which is the128

concatenation of the vectorized weight parameters of all hidden layers of the neural network. We also129

write f(x;θ∗,w) = f(x) in order to explicitly specify the weight parameters of neural network f . It130
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is easy to show that the dimension p of vector w satisfies p = (L− 2)m2 + 2md. To simplify the131

notation, we define φ(x; w) as the output of the L-th hidden layer of neural network f .132

φ(x; w) =
√
mσ(WLσ(WL−1 · · ·σ(W1x) · · · )). (2.3)

Note that φ(x; w) itself can also be viewed as a neural network with vector-valued outputs.133

3 Deep Representation and Shallow Exploration134

The linear parametric form in linear contextual bandits might produce biased estimates of the reward135

due to the lack of representation power [42, 38]. In contrast, it is well known that deep neural networks136

are powerful enough to approximate an arbitrary function [18]. Therefore, a natural extension of137

linear contextual bandits is to use a deep neural network to approximate the reward generating138

function r(·). Nonetheless, DNNs usually have a prohibitively large dimension for weight parameters,139

which makes the exploration in neural networks based UCB algorithm inefficient [28, 52].140

In this work, we study a neural contextual bandit algorithm, where the hidden layers of a deep neural141

network are used to represent the features and the exploration is only performed in the last layer of the142

neural network. In particular, we assume that the reward generating function r(·) can be expressed as143

the inner product between a deep represented feature vector and an exploration weight parameter,144

namely, r(·) = 〈θ∗,ψ(·)〉, where θ∗ ∈ Rd is some weight parameter and ψ(·) is an unknown feature145

mapping. This decoupling of the representation and the exploration will achieve the best of both146

worlds: efficient exploration in shallow (linear) models and high expressive power of deep models.147

To learn the unknown feature mapping, we propose to use a neural network to approximate it. In148

what follows, we will describe a neural contextual bandit algorithm that uses the output of the last149

hidden layer of a neural network to transform the raw feature vectors (deep representation) and150

performs UCB-type exploration in the last layer of the neural network (shallow exploration). Since151

the exploration is performed only in the last linear layer, we call this procedure Neural-LinUCB,152

which is displayed in Algorithm 1.153

Specifically, in round t, the agent receives an action set with raw features Xt = {xt,1, . . . ,xt,K}.154

Then the agent chooses an arm at that maximizes the following upper confidence bound:155

at = argmax
k∈[K]

{
〈φ(xt,k; wt−1),θt−1〉+ αt‖φ(xt,k; wt−1)‖A−1

t−1

}
, (3.1)

where θt−1 is a point estimate of the unknown weight in the last layer, φ(x; w) is defined as in (2.3),156

wt−1 is an estimate of all the weight parameters in the hidden layers of the neural network, αt > 0 is157

the algorithmic parameter controlling the exploration, and At is a matrix defined based on historical158

transformed features:159

At = λI +

t∑
i=1

φ(xi,ai ; wi−1)φ(xi,ai ; wi−1)>, (3.2)

and λ > 0. After pulling arm at, the agent will observe a noisy reward r̂t := r̂(xt,at) defined as160

r̂(xt,k) = r(xt,k) + ξt, (3.3)

where ξt is an independent ν-subGaussian random noise for some ν > 0 and r(·) is an unknown161

reward function. In this paper, we will interchangeably use notation r̂t to denote the reward received162

at the t-th step and an equivalent notation r̂(x) to express its dependence on the feature vector x.163

Upon receiving the reward r̂t, the agent updates its estimate θt of the output layer weight by using164

the same `2-regularized least-squares estimate in linear contextual bandits [1]. In particular, we have165

θt = A−1t bt, (3.4)

where bt =
∑t
i=1 r̂iφ(xi,ai ; wi−1).166

To save the computation, the neural network φ(·; wt) will be updated once every H steps. Therefore,167

we have w(q−1)H+1 = . . . = wqH for q = 1, 2, . . .. We call the time steps {(q− 1)H + 1, . . . , qH}168

an epoch with length H . At time step t = Hq, for any q = 1, 2, . . ., Algorithm 1 will retrain the169
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neural network based on all the historical data. In Algorithm 2, our goal is to minimize the following170

empirical loss function:171

Lq(w) =

qH∑
i=1

(
θ>i φ(xi,ai ; w)− r̂i

)2
. (3.5)

In practice, one can further save computational cost by only feeding data {xi,ai , r̂i,θi}
qH
i=(q−1)H+1172

from the q-th epoch into Algorithm 2 to update the parameter wt, which does not hurt the performance173

since the historical information has been encoded into the estimate of θi. In this paper, we will174

perform the following gradient descent step175

w(s)
q = w(s−1)

q − ηq∇wLq(w(s−1)).

for s = 1, . . . , n, where w
(0)
q = w(0) is chosen as the same random initialization point. We will176

discuss more about the initial point w(0) in the next paragraph. Then Algorithm 2 outputs w
(n)
q and177

we set it as the updated weight parameter wHq+1 in Algorithm 1. In the next round, the agent will178

receive another action set Xt+1 with raw feature vectors and repeat the above steps to choose the179

sub-optimal arm and update estimation for contextual parameters.180

Initialization: Recall that w is the collection of all hidden layer weight parameters of the neural181

network. We will follow the same initialization scheme as used in Zhou et al. [52], where each entry182

of the weight matrices follows some Gaussian distribution. Specifically, for any l ∈ {1, . . . , L− 1},183

we set Wl =

[
W 0
0 W

]
, where each entry of W follows distribution N(0, 4/m) independently; for184

WL, we set it as [V −V], where each entry of V follows distribution N(0, 2/m) independently.185

Comparison with LinUCB and NeuralUCB: Compared with linear contextual bandits in Sec-186

tion 2.1, Algorithm 1 has a distinct feature that it learns a deep neural network to obtain a deep187

representation of the raw data vectors and then performs UCB exploration. This deep representa-188

tion allows our algorithm to characterize more intrinsic and latent information about the raw data189

{xt,k}t∈[T ],k∈[K] ⊂ Rd. However, the increased complexity of the feature mapping φ(·; w) also190

introduces great hardness in training. For instance, a recent work by Zhou et al. [52] also stud-191

ied the neural contextual bandit problem, but different from (3.1), their algorithm (NeuralUCB)192

performs the UCB exploration on the entire network parameter space, which is Rp̃+d, where193

p̃ = m + md + (L − 1)m2. Note that in Zhou et al. [52], they need to compute the inverse194

of a matrix Zt ∈ R(p̃+d)×(p̃+d), which is defined in a similar way to the matrix At in our paper195

except that Zt is defined based on the gradient of the network instead of the output of the last hidden196

layer as in (3.2). In sharp contrast, At in our paper is only of size d × d and thus is much more197

efficient and practical in implementation, which will be seen from our experiments in later sections.198

We note that there is also a similar algorithm to our Neural-LinUCB presented in Deshmukh et al.199

[20], where they studied the self-supervised learning loss in contextual bandits with neural network200

representation for computer vision problems. However, no regret analysis has been provided. When201

the feature mapping φ(·; w) is an identity function, the problem reduces to linear contextual bandits202

where we directly use xt as the feature vector. In this case, it is easy to see that Algorithm 1 reduces203

to LinUCB [16] since we do not need to learn the representation parameter w anymore.204

Comparison with Neural-Linear: The high-level idea of decoupling the representation and explo-205

ration in our algorithm is also similar to that of the Neural-Linear algorithm [38, 49], which trains a206

deep neural network to learn a representation of the raw feature vectors, and then uses a Bayesian207

linear regression to estimate the uncertainty in the bandit problem. However, these two algorithms208

are significantly different since Neural-Linear [38] is a Thompson sampling based algorithm that209

uses posterior sampling to estimate the weight parameter θ∗ via Bayesian linear regression, whereas210

Neural-LinUCB adopts upper confidence bound based techniques to estimate the weight θ∗. Never-211

theless, both algorithms share the same idea of deep representation and shallow exploration, and we212

view our Neural-LinUCB algorithm as one instantiation of the Neural-Linear scheme.213

4 Main Results214

To analyze the regret bound of Algorithm 1, we first lay down some important assumptions on the215

neural contextual bandit model.216
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Algorithm 1 Deep Representation and Shallow Exploration (Neural-LinUCB)
1: Input: regularization parameter λ > 0, number of total steps T , episode length H , exploration

parameters {αt > 0}t∈[T ]

2: Initialization: A0 = λI, b0 = 0; entries of θ0 follow N(0, 1/d), and w(0) is initialized as
described in Section 3; q = 1; w0 = w(0)

3: for t = 1, . . . , T do
4: receive feature vectors {xt,1, . . . ,xt,K}
5: choose arm at = argmaxk∈[K] θ

>
t−1φ(xt,k; wt−1) +αt‖φ(xt,k; wt−1)‖A−1

t−1
, and obtain

reward r̂t
6: update At and bt as follows:

At = At−1 + φ(xt,at ; wt−1)φ(xt,at ; wt−1)>,
bt = bt−1 + r̂tφ(xt,at ; wt−1),

7: update θt = A−1t bt
8: if mod(t,H) = 0 then
9: wt ← output of Algorithm 2

10: q = q + 1
11: else
12: wt = wt−1
13: end if
14: end for
15: Output wT

Algorithm 2 Update Weight Parameters with Gradient Descent

1: Input: initial point w
(0)
q = w(0), maximum iteration number n, step size ηq, and loss function

defined in (3.5).
2: for s = 1, . . . , n do
3: w

(s)
q = w

(s−1)
q − ηq∇wLq(w(s−1)

q ).
4: end for
5: Output w

(n)
q

Assumption 4.1. For all i ≥ 1 and k ∈ [K], we assume that ‖xi,k‖2 = 1 and its entries satisfy217

[xi,k]j = [xj,k]j+d/2.218

The assumption that ‖xi,k‖2 = 1 is not essential and is only imposed for simplicity, which is also219

used in Zou and Gu [53], Zhou et al. [52]. Finally, the condition on the entries of xi,k is also mild220

since otherwise we could always construct x′i,k = [x>i,k,x
>
i,k]>/

√
2 to replace it. An implication of221

Assumption 4.1 is that the initialization scheme in Algorithm 1 results in φ(xi,k; w(0)) = 0 for all222

i ∈ [T ] and k ∈ [K].223

We assume the following stability condition on the spectral norm of the neural network gradient:224

Assumption 4.2. There is a constant `Lip > 0 such that it holds225 ∥∥∥∥ ∂φ∂w
(x; w0)− ∂φ

∂w
(x′; w0)

∥∥∥∥
2

≤ `Lip‖x− x′‖2,

for all x,x′ ∈ {xi,k}i∈[T ],k∈[K].226

The inequality in Assumption 4.2 resembles the Lipschitz condition on the gradient of the neural227

network. However, it is essentially different from the smoothness condition since here the gradient228

is taken with respect to the neural network weights while the Lipschitz condition is imposed on the229

feature parameter x. Similar conditions are widely made in nonconvex optimization [46, 10, 48], in230

the name of first-order stability, which is essential to derive the convergence of alternating optimization231

algorithms. Furthermore, Assumption 4.2 is only required on the TK training data points and a232

specific weight parameter w0. Therefore, the condition will hold if the raw feature data lie in a233

certain subspace of Rd. We provided some further discussions in the supplementary material about234

this assumption for interested readers.235
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In order to analyze the regret bound of Algorithm 1, we need to characterize the properties of the236

deep neural network in (2.2) that is used to represent the feature vectors. Following a recent line of237

research [27, 12, 7, 52], we define the covariance between two data point x,y ∈ Rd as follows.238

Σ̃(0)(x,y) = Σ(0)(x,y) = x>y,

Λ(l)(x,y) =

[
Σl−1(x,x) Σl−1(x,y)
Σl−1(y,x) Σl−1(y,y)

]
,

Σ(l)(x,y) = 2E(u,v)∼N(0,Λ(l−1)(x,y))[σ(u)σ(v)],

Σ̃(l)(x,y) = 2Σ̃(l−1)(x,y)Eu,v[σ̇(u)σ̇(v)] + Σ(l)(x,y), (4.1)

where (u, v) ∼ N(0,Λ(l−1)(x,y)), and σ̇(·) is the derivative of activation function σ(·). We denote239

the neural tangent kernel (NTK) matrix H ∈ RTK×TK based on all feature vectors {xt,k}t∈[T ],k∈[K].240

Renumbering {xt,k}t∈[T ],k∈[K] as {xi}i=1,...,TK , then each entry Hij is defined as241

Hij =
1

2

(
Σ̃(L)(xi,xj) + Σ(L)(xi,xj)

)
, (4.2)

for all i, j ∈ [TK]. Based on the above definition, we impose the following assumption on H.242

Assumption 4.3. The neural tangent kernel defined in (4.2) is positive definite, i.e., λmin(H) ≥ λ0243

for some constant λ0 > 0.244

Assumption 4.3 essentially requires the neural tangent kernel matrix H to be non-singular, which is245

a mild condition and also imposed in other related work [21, 7, 12, 52]. Moreover, it is shown that246

Assumption 4.3 can be easily derived from Assumption 4.1 for two-layer ReLU networks [37, 53].247

Therefore, Assumption 4.3 is mild or even negligible given the non-degeneration assumption on the248

feature vectors. Also note that matrix H is only defined based on layers l = 1, . . . , L of the neural249

network, and does not depend on the output layer θ. It is easy to extend the definition of H to the250

NTK matrix defined on all layers including the output layer θ, which would also be positive definite251

by Assumption 4.3 and the recursion in (4.2).252

Before we present the regret analysis of the neural contextual bandit, we need to modify the regret253

defined in (2.1) to account for the randomness of the neural network initialization. For a fixed time254

horizon T , we define the regret of Algorithm 1 as follows.255

RT = E
[ T∑
t=1

(
r̂(xt,a∗t )− r̂(xt,at)

)
|w(0)

]
, (4.3)

where the expectation is taken over the randomness of the reward noise. Note that RT defined in (4.3)256

is still a random variable since the initialization of Algorithm 2 is randomly generated.257

Now we are going to present the regret bound of the proposed algorithm.258

Theorem 4.4. Suppose Assumptions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 hold. Assume that ‖θ∗‖2 ≤ M for some259

positive constant M > 0. For any δ ∈ (0, 1), let us choose αt in Neural-LinUCB as260

αt = ν
√

2
(
d log(1 + t log(HK)/λ) + log(1/δ)

)
+ λ1/2M.

We choose the step size ηq of Algorithm 2 as261

ηq ≤ C0

(
d2mnT 5.5L6 log(TK/δ)

)−1
,

and the width of the neural network satisfies m = poly(L, d, 1/δ,H, log(TK/δ)). With probability262

at least 1− δ over the randomness of the initialization of the neural network, it holds that263

RT ≤ C1αT

√
Td log

(
1 +

TG2

λd

)
+
C2`LipL

3d5/2T
√

logm log( 1
δ
) log(TK

δ
)‖r− r̃‖H−1

m1/6
,

where {Ci}i=0,1,2 are absolute constants independent of the problem parameters, r =264

(r(x1), r(x2), . . . , r(xTK))> ∈ RTK and r̃ = (f(x1;θ0,w0), . . . , f(xTK ;θT−1,wT−1))> ∈265

RTK , and ‖r‖A =
√

r>Ar.266
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Remark 4.5. Theorem 4.4 shows that the regret of Algorithm 1 can be bounded by two parts: the267

first part is of order Õ(
√
T ), which resembles the regret bound of linear contextual bandits [1]; the268

second part is of order Õ(m−1/6T
√

(r− r̃)>H−1(r− r̃)), which depends on the estimation error269

of the neural network f for the reward generating function r and the neural tangent kernel H.270

It is worth noting that our theoretical analysis depends on the reward structure assumption that271

r(·) = 〈θ∗,ψ(·)〉. However, the linear structure between θ∗ and ψ(·) is not essential. As long as272

the deep representation of the feature vector and the uncertainty weight parameter can be decoupled,273

Algorithm 1 can be easily extended to settings with milder assumptions on the reward structure274

such as generalized linear models [41, 24, 35, 28]. For more general bandit models where no275

assumption is imposed to the reward generating function, it is still unclear whether the decoupled276

deep representation and shallow exploration would work especially in cases a thorough exploration277

may be needed.278

Based on the result in Theorem 4.4, we can easily verify the following conclusion:279

Corollary 4.6. Under the same conditions of Theorem 4.4, if we choose a sufficiently overpa-280

rameterized neural network mapping φ(·) such that m ≥ T 3, then the regret of Algorithm 1 is281

RT = Õ(
√
T
√

(r− r̃)>H−1(r− r̃)).282

Remark 4.7. For the ease of presentation, let us denote E := ‖r− r̃‖H−1 . If we have E = O(1), the283

total regret in Theorem 4.4 becomes Õ(
√
T ) which matches the regret of linear contextual bandits284

[1]. We remark that there is a similar assumption in [52] where they assume that r>H−1r can be285

upper bounded by a constant. They show that this term can be bounded by the RKHS norm of r if286

it belongs to the RKHS induced by the neural tangent kernel [6, 7, 33]. In addition, E here is the287

difference between the true reward function and the neural network function, which can also be small288

if the deep neural network function well approximates the reward generating function r(·).289

5 Experiments290

In this section, we provide empirical evaluations of Neural-LinUCB on real-world datasets. As291

we have discussed in Section 3, Neural-LinUCB could be viewed as an instantiation of the Neural-292

Linear scheme studied in Riquelme et al. [38] except that we use the UCB exploration instead of the293

posterior sampling exploration therein. Note that there has been an extensive comparison [38] of the294

Neural-Linear methods with many other baselines such as greedy algorithms, Variational Inference,295

Expectation-Propagation, Bayesian Non-parametrics and so on. Therefore, we do not seek a thorough296

empirical comparison of Neural-LinUCB with all existing bandits algorithms. We refer readers who297

are interested in the performance of Neural-Linear methods with deep representation and shallow298

exploration compared with a vast of baselines in the literature to the benchmark study by Riquelme299

et al. [38]. In this experiment, we only aim to show the advantages of our algorithm over the following300

baselines: (1) Neural-Linear [38]; (2) LinUCB [16], which does not have a deep representation of the301

feature vectors; and (3) NeuralUCB [52], which performs UCB exploration on all the parameters of302

the neural network instead of the shallow exploration used in our paper. All numerical experiments303

were run on a workstation with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2637 v4 @ 3.50GHz.304

Datasets: we evaluate the performances of all algorithms on bandit problems created from real-world305

data. Specifically, following the experimental setting in Zhou et al. [52],we use datasets (Shuttle)306

Statlog, Magic and Covertype from UCI machine learning repository [23], and the MINST dataset307

from LeCun et al. [31]. The details of these datasets are presented in Table 1. In Table 1, each308

instance represents a feature vector x ∈ Rd that is associated with one of the K arms, and dimension309

d is the number of attributes in each instance.310

Table 1: Specifications of datasets from the UCI machine learning repository used in this paper.

Statlog Magic Covertype MNIST

Number of attributes 9 11 54 784
Number of arms 7 2 7 10
Number of instances 58,000 19,020 581,012 60,000
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Figure 1: The cumulative regrets of LinUCB, NeuralUCB, Neural-Linear and Neural-LinUCB over
15, 000 rounds. Experiments are averaged over 10 repetitions.

Implementations: for LinUCB, we follow the setting in Li et al. [34] to use disjoint models311

for different arms. For neural network based algorithms such as NeuralUCB, Neural-Linear and312

Neural-LinUCB, we use a ReLU neural network defined as in (2.2) with L = 2 and 2000 for the313

UCI datasets (Statlog, Magic, Covertype). Thus the neural network weights are W1 ∈ Rm×d,314

W2 ∈ Rk×m, and θ ∈ Rk respectively, where k = 100, m = 2000, and d is the dimension of315

features in the corresponding task. Since the problem size of the MNIST dataset is larger, inspired316

by Hinton and Salakhutdinov [26], we use a deeper NN and set L = 3, k = 100 and m = 100,317

with weights W1 ∈ Rm×d, W2 ∈ Rm×m, W3 ∈ Rk×m, and θ ∈ Rk. We set the time horizon318

T = 15, 000, which is the total number of rounds for each algorithm on each dataset. We use319

gradient decent to optimize the network weights, with a step size ηq =1e-5 and maximum iteration320

number n = 1, 000. To speed up the training process, the network parameter w is updated every321

H = 100 rounds starting from round 2000. We also apply early stopping when the loss difference322

of two consecutive iterations is smaller than a threshold of 1e-6. We set λ = 1 and αt = 0.02323

for all algorithms, t ∈ [T ]. Following the setting in Riquelme et al. [38], we use round-robin to324

independently select each arm for 3 times at the beginning of each algorithm. For NeuralUCB, since325

it is computationally unaffordable to perform the original UCB exploration as displayed in Zhou et al.326

[52], we follow their experimental setting to replace the matrix Zt ∈ R(d+p̃)×(d+p̃) in Zhou et al.327

[52] with its diagonal matrix.328

Results: we plot the cumulative regret of all algorithms versus round in Figures 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c)329

for UCI datasets and in Figure 1(d) for MNIST. The results are reported based on the average of330

10 repetitions over different random shuffles of the datasets. It can be seen that algorithms based331

on neural network representations (NeuralUCB, Neural-Linear and Neural-LinUCB) consistently332

outperform the linear contextual bandit method LinUCB, which shows that linear models may333

lack representation power and find biased estimates for the underlying reward generating function.334

Furthermore, our proposed Neural-LinUCB achieves a comparable regret with NeuralUCB in all335

experiments despite the fact that our algorithm only explores in the output layer of the neural network,336

which is more computationally efficient as we will show in the sequel.The results in our experiment337

are well aligned with our theory that deep representation and shallow exploration are sufficient to338

guarantee a good performance of neural contextual bandit algorithms, which is also consistent with339

the findings in existing literature [38] that decoupling the representation learning and uncertainty340

estimation improves the performance.341

We also conducted experiments to study the effects of different widths of deep neural networks on342

the regret performance and to show the computational efficiency of Neural-LinUCB compared with343

existing neural bandit algorithms. Due to the space limit, we defer the results to Appendix A.344

6 Conclusions345

In this paper, we propose a new neural contextual bandit algorithm called Neural-LinUCB, which uses346

the hidden layers of a ReLU neural network as a deep representation of the raw feature vectors and347

performs UCB type exploration on the last layer of the neural network. By incorporating techniques348

in liner contextual bandits and neural tangent kernels, we prove that the proposed algorithm achieves349

a sublinear regret when the width of the network is sufficiently large. This is the first regret analysis350

of neural contextual bandit algorithms with deep representation and shallow exploration, which have351

been observed in practice to work well on many benchmark bandit problems [38]. We also conducted352

experiments on real-world datasets to demonstrate the advantage of the proposed algorithm over353

LinUCB and existing neural contextual bandit algorithms.354
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